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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...

		

Creating and Consuming Web Services in Visual BasicPearson Education, 2002
One of the more confusing items about Web Services regards defining exactly what and
why they are. Let's begin with why they exist.

Web Services exist to make it easier to integrate applications. Existing technologies include
Java RMI, CORBA, and DCOM. All of these technologies work over networked
environments and allow...

		

Palm OS ProgrammingPearson Education, 2002
The PalmOS is the most widely-distributed operating system for handheld computers, with tens of millions of devices in use worldwide.  Palm has a thriving developer community, with over 350,000 registered developers and countless hobbyist developers.  The new edition of PalmOS Programming introduces the many updates to the PalmOS operating system...





		

Learning Cocoa with Objective-C, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
Based on the Jaguar release of Mac OS X 10.2, this new edition of Learning Cocoa covers the latest updates to the Cocoa frameworks, including examples that use the Address Book and Universal Access APIs. Also included with this edition is a handy quick reference card, charting Cocoa's Foundation and AppKit frameworks, along with an...

		

Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead ProgrammersApress, 2002

	Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead Programmers is a comprehensive guide—think of it as a field manual—to the management challenges of supervising and leading programmers. J. Hank Rainwater introduces new and not-so-new managers to concepts that will encourage them and help them become a...


		

Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2002
For expert, Macromedia-certified training on how to use Macromedia Fireworks MX to create Web pages, you'll want to head straight to the source. Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the Source includes 12 lessons and 16 hours of instruction designed to show you, step-by-step, how to create a Web site in Macromedia Fireworks MX. Over the course of...





		

Java: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
The purpose of this book is to help you quickly learn the essentials of the Java language.
After its release in 1995, Java was initially used to execute programs from a Web page by
means of applets. However, Java is also a general-purpose, object-oriented programming
language. Java is used for developing applications as diverse as...

		

Satellite Communication EngineeringCRC Press, 2002
Because of the immense importance of signal processing and the fastgrowing demands of business and industry, this series on signal processing serves to report up-to-date developments and advances in the field. The topics of interest include but are not limited to the following.

	Signal theory and analysis

...

		

Digital Image Processing (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
Interest in digital image processing methods stems from two principal application
areas: improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation; and
processing of image data for storage, transmission, and representation for autonomous
machine perception.This chapter has several objectives: (1) to define
the scope of the...





		

Strategies for eCommerce SuccessIRM Press, 2002
With electronic commerce growing so rapidly, businesses need to examine critical elements that could influence users' perceptions of business-to-business and business-to-consumer electronic commerce. This book presents a study of key components and concepts of e-commerce, evaluates the critical success factors for global e-commerce, the economics...

		

Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip DesignsSpringer, 2002
Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip Designs, Third Edition outlines a set of best practices for creating reusable designs for use in an SoC design methodology. These practices are based on the authors' experience in developing reusable designs, as well as the experience of design teams in many companies around the world....

		

Currency Strategy: A Practitioner's Guide to Currency Trading, Hedging and ForecastingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
John Maynard Keynes reference to the  animal spirits , that elemental force which drives financial markets in herd-like fashion, was applied to the stock market. However, he might as well have been referring to the currency market, for the term sums up no other more perfectly. A market that is volatile and unpredictable, a market that...
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